BIGGER AND BETTER

A firefighter’s best friend, the Big Dog is all bark AND bite. Arrive at your scene ready for action with up to 1,500 gallons of water. Howe & Howe is thrilled to have combined our engineering expertise with Textron Systems’ proven history of manufacturing to give you a bigger and better wildland truck. Select from our standard 2-Door and 4-Door models or work with our team to customize a truck that meets your unique needs.
SPECIFICATIONS

CHASSIS
2 or 4-Door
International HV 507

ENGINE
L9 Cummins
330 HP/1,000 ft-lb torque*

TIRES
Front: Michelin 425/65R22.5 XZY-3
Rear: Goodyear 445/65R22.5 G296 MSA

TANK CAPACITY
Water: 1,250 gal or 1,500 gal
Foam: 30 gal

PUMP
Darley HE Kubota
48HP Diesel D1803T

GVWR
40,600 lb

FEATURES

- Whelen LED light package
- Heavy-duty off-road bumper with winch
- Skid plates
- LED illumination in toolboxes
- Custom center console with pump controls/gauges
- Camera system with turret mounted and rear backup camera
- Front bumper mounted turret
- Front ground sweeps

OPTIONS

- Custom logo
- Porta Tank (Drop pool)- 2,100 gal
- Auto-eject battery maintainer
- High-volume dump gate
- Four chemical barrel holders
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